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The results of development of numerical and analytical methods and their application to radionuclides transport
following safety barriers failure in the vicinity of disposal facility at “Eniseyskiy” site of Nizhnekansk massif are
presented in the paper. The analysis includes numerical modeling and analytical asymptotic evaluation on the basis of
two-porous medium model which is supposed to be the most adequate for numerical migration analysis considering
the hydrogeological conditions at the "Eniseyskiy” site.
Preliminary assessments (taking into account currently available information on key environment parameters) lead
to a conclusion that radionuclides (with low sorption capability) will reach the Enisey River in time of the order
3·105—1·106 years. Correspondingly, this time will be even longer for the radionuclides with high sorption ability by a
factor of R where R is the retardation factor due to sorption, meaning that only isotopes with very long decay half-lives
will reach the daylight surface. This conclusion indicates that the levels of radiation effect on the environment would
be insignificant.
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Introduction
Realistic forecasting of radionuclide transport in
the geological environment in the vicinity of the
designed deep radioactive waste disposal facility at
the “Eniseyskiy” site at the Nizhnekansk massif is a
key factor for long-term safety case of the facility.
The most probable admixture migration pathway is their transport with filtration flow of ground
waters discharged in the western direction to the
under-riverbed flow of the Enisey River [1] (Fig. 1,
2). There is also a certain probability that the transport will have Northeastern direction towards the
Shumikha River, a tributary of the Enisey.
It is assumed that the main transport mechanism
in the granitoid rock mass (Archaen gneiss) would
be advection along fractures in the rock with diffusion to the blocks neighbouring the fractures.
Nizhnekansk massif is characterized by slow water exchange rates. Water is exchanged along several fracture systems [1]. Assessment of water particle
lifetime in process of its movement with the flow of

groundwater from deep radioactive waste disposal
facility to riverbed gives values of approximately
25 000 years, as discussed in section 2.2. Therefore,
average advection rate is low, thus contributing to
low migration rate and late release of radionuclides
to daylight surface.
A number of calculations of radionuclides transport from the “Eniseyskiy” site of Nizhnekansk
massif using various analytical or numerical instruments have been already completed or are currently being underway.
For example, the results of calculation of radionuclide migration along their propagation pathway from
the deep disposal facility to the daylight surface using GoldSim code were presented in the report [1].
According to these results, maximum value of radionuclide flow to the environment would be reached
within 104—105 years depending on radionuclide type.
Admixture transport in two-porous environments
is usually described [2] by models where admixture
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Fig. 1. Groundwater flow line in the vertical plane
in the vicinity of the deep radioactive waste
disposal facility at the “Eniseyskiy” site

fractions concentrated in well permeable channels
and weakly permeable porous blocks are described
by mean concentrations averaged at scales exceeding the characteristic dimensions of these blocks.
In this case, the exchange rate between the subsystems is taken to be proportional to the difference
of these mean concentrations [3, 4]. This provides
a good approximation for description of the most
of admixture mass at large time scales, when concentration gradients at individual blocks may be
neglected. Nevertheless, if the block dimensions
are substantially large, the time of concentration
equalization may also be large, leading to substantial role of the described gradients in description
of system dynamics. Direct numerical modeling of
transport in a slow medium is possible, however, it
requires considerable calculation efforts, while important asymptotic features of the transport process will remain unidentified.
A non-steady model of sharply contrasting twoporous medium with concentration behaviour described by integral-differential equation [9] was
developed to avoid these drawbacks. Numerical
model based on the one described above and the
developed effective algorithm for integral kernel
calculation have been applied in the current paper to radionuclide transport processes at “Eniseyskiy” site. One of the conclusions of the study
was that the actual admixture transportation rate
at large time vales was further reduced compared
to advection rate due to removal of particles from
the fast environment to dense matrix. Therefore, the actual rate of admixture migration is reduced by several orders of magnitude compared
to groundwater filtration rate and radionuclide
release time(even for nuclides with low sorption
capability, not mentioning the strongly adsorbed
isotopes) to the Enisey River turns out to be very
high, — 3·105—1·106 years.
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Fig. 2. Groundwater flow line in the
horizontal plane in the vicinity of the
deep radioactive waste disposal facility
at the “Eniseyskiy” site

1 Development of calculation algorithm
for description of non-classical transport
processes for a model with sharply contrasting
statistically uniform environment
Multiple studies of admixture migration in sharply heterogeneous environments performed over the
last decades had demonstrated mostly non-classical character of particles transport [5—9]. For fracture-porous environments characteristic for the
Nizhnekansk massif, the uniform porosity approximation is insufficient. In this case, the description
should be based on the double porosity model (or
in other words, the model of two-porous environment), when the system is considered as a superposition of two subsystems (Fig. 3):
••well permeable channels (usually corresponding
to fracture networks);
••weakly permeable blocks filling the space between
the channels (fractures).

Fig. 3. Two-porous environment model:
2a — aperture of channels, 2b — characteristic diameter of units
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Generally, for various environments the aperture
of channels 2a may vary in the wide range from
10-6 to 10-2 m, while the dimensions of blocks 2b
change in the range of 10-1 to 101 m. The block
dimension is a value of the order of the characteristic distance between the fractures. These data were
obtained out of analysis of works on this topic (see,
e.g., [10, 11]).
There are various methods for numerical simulation of admixture transport in such sharply contrasting geological environments, based on relevant mathematical models of these processes. The
approach suggested below is based on the use of
exact analytical solutions of diffusion equation in
a weakly permeable environment with a simultaneous solution of diffusion and advection equations
in a well permeable (fast) environment.

1.1 Numerical implementation of double porosity
model for description of non-classical (non-equilibrium)
transport
Let us consider single-dimension diffusion and
advection problem for a system shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Geometry of admixture migration problem
in sharply contrasting geological environment

Active admixture concentration equation (admixture in fast environment) was considered as the
initial equation in development of calculation algorithm for description of non-classical transport
processes for a model with sharply contrasting statistically uniform medium:




∂c(r , t ) 
+ u ⋅∇c − D ∆c ( r , t ) = q ( r , t ) − λc ( r , t ). (1)
∂t

Here c ( r , t ) — volumetric or mass concentration of
admixture
particles, 1/m3 or kg/m3;

r = (x, y, z) — spatial coordinate, m;
t— current time, s;
u — average advection rate, m/s;
D — particle diffusion coefficient in fast environment (water), m2/s;
l = 0.693/T1/2 — power index for isotope decay curve,
T1/2 — half-life period;
q ( r , t ) — admixture exchange between slow and fast
environments (source), 1/(m3·s) or kg/(m3·s).
Below we will not take into account the last
component in the right hand side of (1) in analytical analysis, but it will be taken into account in
conclusions.
Generally, there would be particle sink from the
fast environment to the slow one, therefore the
variable q would be negative in most cases (below
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zero), i.e. the number of particles in the fast environment would reduce with time.
Nevertheless, a situation is possible when after
the passing of the main wave, the admixture concentration in the blocks will exceed the concentration in the channel (i.e. in the fast environment).
Then there would be reverse flow of admixture from
the slow environment to the fast one (q > 0). Thus,
the model takes into account exchange of admixture between the fast and slow subsystems in both
direct and reverse directions.
Water diffusion coefficient for most admixtures
varies in the range of 10–8 —10–10 m2/s.

The source q ( r , t ) may be written as:
t


∂
q ( r , t ) = − ∫ dt ′ϕ ( t − t ′ ) c ( r , t ′ ) =
∂t 0

=−

t

∂
dt ′ϕ ( t ′ ) c ( r , t − t ′ ),
∫
∂t 0

(2)

i.e. as a derivative with respect to time of a “contraction” type integral. Construction of the function j(t) (integral kernel), describing admixture
sink to weakly permeable blocks is an important
element of the theory.
In the general case such blocks may have an arbitrary form and there could be a significant scatter in
their dimensions, therefore the exact equation for
j(t) cannot be constructed. Nevertheless, for time
intervals important for description of admixture
concentration (in particular, for the interval with
non-classical behaviour) the function has well-defined asymptotics independent of block forms and
defined only by mean environment parameters:
Vb — average block volume, m3;
Sb — surface area of a single block, m2;
d — particle diffusion coefficient in slow environment, m2/s;
R — admixture retardation coefficient for the blocks
in equilibrium sorption model, dimensionless units;
jb — porosity of the blocks (volumetric fraction of
cavities), dimensionless units;
jfr — volumetric fraction of mobile areas, dimensionless units.
Then the characteristic time for the admixture
transferred to the block to become equal to the
quantity of admixture in the channel may be determined as:
2

 V  1
.
ta =  b 
 Sb A  dR

(3)

On the other hand, the characteristic time of admixture spreading in the block is assessed as:
V
tb =  b
 Sb

2

 R
.

 d

(4)
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Parameter A is the ratio of block porosity to
fractures (volumetric fraction taken by mobile
subareas):
A = jb/jfr.

(5)

As jb ~ 5·10–3—5·10–1, and jfr ~ a/b << 10–2 (a —
characteristic fracture width, b ≈ Vb/Sb — characteristic block dimension), then for nearly all practically important cases A >> 1 and, respectively, time
ta << tb. Assuming that admixture is not adsorbed
(R = 1), the parameter ta/tb is simply equal to 1/A2,
i.e. is completely determined by geometric characteristics of the environment. Detailed overview of
adsorption behaviour of admixtures in fractureporous environments with account for hysteresis
is given in [4]. In accordance with this work, the
retardation parameter R may vary within an order
of magnitude R ≈ 1—16 depending on the radionuclide. Out of (3), (4) it can be concluded that the
higher the R, the lower the ratio ta/tb.
The ratio of characteristic times ta/tb is an exceptionally important parameter of the system as
would be demonstrated below. This value would
ultimately determine the key output parameters of
the problem: radionuclide concentrations in output
points and time of radionuclide release to daylight
surface.
Let us consider measurement of the diffusion coefficient d in the slow environment in more detail.
In a uniform environment (e.g., in water solution), the admixture mass flow is described by the
classic Ficks law:
J = −D

∂c
,
∂x

The equation (7) may be written as

εsD ∂c
,
Tm ∂x

d=

where e — porosity, s — saturation (volumetric water fraction in fractures and pores), Tm — fracture
and pore curve factor. The curve factor is calculated
using:
 leff
Tm = 
 l


2


,



(8)

where l — distance between two points in a straight
line x, Ieff — actual length of the particle migration
path with account for curvilinear open pores. Parameter Tm is equal to several units.
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D
,
Tm

(10)

i.e. is several times lower than the diffusion coefficient in water (curvilinear factor).
Let us continue the analysis of transport in twoporous environment. The integral kernel j(t) in
equation (2) may be approximately represented in
the following forms for small (t << tb):
ϕ(t ) ≈


ta
 −1 +
πtb
ta tb 
1

∞

 2 tb
1 + 2∑ exp  −n
ta

n =1


 
   (11)
  

and large (t >> tb) time values:
ϕ(t ) ≈

2

∞



n =1



∑ exp − ( nπ )

ta t b

2

t 
.
tb 

(12)

Let us approximate the integrals in (2) as follows:

(6)

(7)

(9)

As diffusion takes place only in water environment in fractures and pores, and the environment
in the vicinity of the disposal facility is saturated
(s = 1), then the value of diffusion coefficient d in
the slow environment in terms of characteristic
times ta (3) and tb (4), has the form of:

Φl =

where J — admixture mass flow in the x axis direction, kg/(m2s); D — diffusion coefficient, m2/s; c —
admixture mass concentration, kg/m3.
The geological environment of Nizhnekansk
massif is fracture-porous, with fractures and pores
completely or partially (in the aeration zone) filled
with water. For fracture-porous environment the
flow equation (6) is transformed as follows:
J =−

∂c
εsD
.
, Deff =
∂x
Tm

J = − Deff

=

2
π2

∫

( l −1)τ


t
2 b

4
πτ
ta t b 
τ

Φl =
=

lτ

(

lτ

∫

( l −1)τ

dt ′ϕ ( t ′ ) =


t
l − l − 1 − 1 , l ≤ b

6
τ


)

(13)

dt ′ϕ ( t ′ ) =

 π2 τ  
 π2 τ 
t
tb 
l , l > b . (14)
− 1 exp  −
exp 

 t  
 t 
6
ta 
τ
b 
 b  


The following numerical scheme was applied
for numerical calculation of equation (1) in 1D
approximation:
n −1

1  n n−1 n−1
n −l +1
− ∑ Φ l cin−l  −
ci − ci + ∑ Φ l ci
τ 

l =1
l =1

−

D n
sΛ i + (1 − s ) Λ ni −1  = 0,

h2 

(15)

where operator Lin is equal to:
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Λ ni = cin+1 − 2cin + cin−1 .

(16)

The following symbols are used in equation (15):
t — time step, s;
h — spatial discretization step, m;
D — diffusion coefficient in fast environment, m2/s;
s — implicitness parameter of the numerical
scheme, dimensionless units.
The upper index indicated the time step number
(0 < n < N), the lower index — number of spatial
step (0 < i < M).
The system was resolved by two methods: Gaussian methods for rarefied matrices and fitting method. Both methods gave the same results.

1.2 Comparison of the results of numerical
modeling of Q-diffusion and Q-advection
with analytical asymptotics
Diffusion. Let us assign the boundary conditions
in the following form. The flow at the left hand side
and right hand side borders of the fast environment
(Fig.4) is equal to zero. Advection rate is also equal
to zero, i.e. u = 0. The particles sink from the fast
environment to the slow one. Sorption is taken into
account in parameters ta and tb, see expressions (3)
and (4).
Initial conditions. At the initial time moment the
particles were present in the first 10 calculation cells
(each calculation cell had dimensions h = 0.05 m),
where the concentration was such (с0 = 2), that concentration integral with respect to x was equal to 1
(as for d-function), i. e. there was only one particle
in the system N0 = 1. Concentration in all other cells
was equal to 0.
Neglecting the decay (eternal half-life period T1/2),
the number of particles in the fast environment N1
may be assessed analytically. Thus, the number
of particles in the mobile subsystem reduces with
time in accordance with the following law:
N ≈ N1 = N 0

ta

πt

, ta  t  t b ,
ta

N ≈ N2 = N0

πtb

, t  tb .

(17)

(18)

At small distances from the initial admixture position (integral kernel, near field) the following asymptotics F0 would be true:
c ( x , t ) ≈ F0 ( x , t ) , x << D ta t ,
F0 ( x , t ) =
=

( 14 )
( 34 )

Γ
π 
1+
1
D ta t 2Γ 4  8Γ
N1

( )

ta
t

− α2

(19)

( 14 ) 
, (20)
8Γ ( 34 ) 

Γ

where t — time, s; x — coordinate, m; G(x) — gamma-function.
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Parameter a is equal to
α=

x2
D ta t

.

(21)

For large distances 1 << a << 4(t/ta)3/4 (near-field
tail of distribution) the following F1 asymptotics
would be true:
 t
c ( x , t ) ≈ F1 ( x , t ) , 1 << α << 4 
 ta

 ta
F1 ( x , t ) =
6 πDt  t

N0

3

4
 ,


(22)

1

4
4

α 
 α 3 

   exp  −3    . (23)
4
4



4
3

Fig. 5—8 show numerical solutions for admixture
concentration distribution dependent on the node
number (lengthwise coordinate) for various time
moments, and for various environment parameters
ta and tb. Asymptotics F0 and F1 for the near field and
near tail respectively are given in all graphs.
Fig. 5 shows the concentration profile for time
moment t = 107 s. Initial concentration was equal to
c0 = 2 in the first 10 cells. It can be seen that particle concentration drop in the absence of particle
sink to the slow environment (results marked as
No sink) by this time is not significant compared to
initial concentration and proceeds due to diffusion
washing out. However, in the presence of particle
transfer from the fast to the slow environment, as
it happens in reality, the number of particles in the
fast environment drops rapidly.
The curves given in the figure show that identical results were obtained for different methods of
equations system solution and for different time
step values.
Fig. 5 and 6 also demonstrate that the envelope
of asymptotics F0 and F1 slightly underestimates
the exact solution of the problem. This factor is explained by the fact that in the initial distribution in
calculations the particles were present in the first
10 cells, while asymptotics F0 and F1 were obtained
out of an assumption that the initial distribution
has the form of a d-function.
Overall, Fig. 5—8 show reasonable behaviour of
admixture concentration in the near field and in the
near tail (i.e. in the areas where the radionuclide
concentrations are equal to or above the maximum
allowed levels), and the fact that asymptotics F0 and
F1 may be successfully used for express assessment
of particle concentrations. In order to verify the hypothesis about deviation of numerical and asymptotic solutions caused by deviation of initial distribution from the d-function, Fig. 7 shows numerical solutions for initial particle distribution not in
the first 10 cells, but in the first two cells. It can be
seen, that numerical results and the envelope of asymptotics F0 and F1 show much better agreement.
In particular, asymptotics F1 virtually coincides
with the exact solution in the range of coordinates
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Fig. 5. Concentration distribution profile
for time moment t = 107 s (ta = 106 s and tb = 109 s).
Asymptotics F0 and F1 are shown

Fig. 6. Concentration distribution profile
for time moment t = 108 s (ta = 105 s and tb = 1011 s).
asymptotics F0 and F1 are shown

Fig. 7. Concentration distribution profile
for time moment t = 107 s (ta = 105 s and tb = 1011 s).
Asymptotics F0 and F1 approximating
the numerical solution are shown

Fig. 8. Concentration distribution profile in logarithm scale
for time moment t = 107 s (ta = 105 s and tb = 107 s).
Asymptotics F1, approximating numerical solution
in the near tail is shown

corresponding to the near tail. This is an additional
factor in favor of extensive forecasting capabilities
of the approximations obtained.
Fig. 8 shows distribution of particle concentrations in logarithmic scale. The figure shows that
asymptotics F1 works well in the near tail, whilst in
the far tail it deviates from the true solution of the
problem.
Let us consider particle number concentration
in the system. The numerical scheme applied to
the solution of equations system ensures particle
number conservation in both the fast and slow environments. However, it is interesting to consider
the issue of number of particles in the fast subsystem, which shall satisfy the asymptotic solution
(17) at large time scales. Table 1 lists calculation

and analytical values for particle numbers in the
fast environment N for various time moments and
input parameters.
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Table 1. Number of particles in the fast environment in
case of diffusion transport
t=108 с
Calculation
t =106 с
parameters a 10
tb=10 с

t=107 с
ta=106 с
tb=109 с

t=107 с t=108 с t=109 с
ta=105 с ta=105 с ta=105 с
tb=1011 с tb=1011 с tb=1011 с

N1
5.65·10–2
analytical

0.179

5.65·10–2 1.79·10–2 5.65·10–3

N1 calcula6.04·10–2
tion

0.179

5.32·10–2 1.70·10–2 5.52·10–3
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Table analysis shows that the analytical relation
(17) is in good agreement with the numerical value
(area under the distribution curve). This means that
the ratio may be successfully used for express assessment of the number of particles in the mobile
subsystem.
Advection. In this case it is assumed that only
transport of particles in liquid phase (advection) is
present in the fast (mobile) subsystem, and there
is no diffusion (equation 1). There still is a sink
of particles from the fast environment to the slow
one. In the approximation of eternal half-life T1/2
the result is:
∂c
∂c
+u
= q.
∂t
∂x

(24)

In this case the equation system has the following approximate solution for the near distribution tail:
c ≈ F2 ( x , t ) , ta << t << tb ,
F2 ( x , t ) =


x2 
,
exp  −
 4 D t 
ut 4 πDut
u 

x

x
t = t − , Du = u2ta .
u

(25)

(26)

(27)

Fig. 9—11 show the results for an initial distribution with particles present only in the 11-th and
12‑th cells. The initial distribution was shifted 10
cells to the right with respect to the beginning of
coordinates to provide easy comparison with asymptotics F2, which corresponded to the initial distribution in the form of a d-function at the zero x
coordinate. The integral of the initial particle distribution was still equal to one.
Results show good agreement between the numerical calculations and asymptotics F2, which
shows best fit for fairly large times.
Fig. 9, 10 demonstrate admixture transport in
case of particles sink to the slow environment. It
can be seen that the area under the distribution
curve drops with time, thus indicating the decrease
of particle number in the mobile subsystem.
Fig. 11 shows distribution of particles for various
time moments in logarithmic scale, derived from
asymptotics F2. It can be observed that distribution
becomes smoother with time, while concentration
values in the near field and near tail of the distribution are ever-decreasing.
Table 2 shows comparison of particle number in
the mobile subsystem obtained from the numerical solution and asymptotics F2. Again, there is a
good agreement of particle numbers N for various time moments and input parameters for both
methods.
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Fig. 9. Concentration distribution profile for time moments
t = 108 s and 109 s (ta = 6·105 s and tb = 1.5·105 s).
Advection rate u = 8·10–9 m/s

Fig. 10. Concentration distribution profile for time moments
t = 109 s and 1010 s (ta = 6·105 s and tb = 1.5·1015 s).
Asymptotics F2 is shown. Advection rate u = 8·10–9 m/s

Fig. 11. Asymptotic concentration distribution profile in
logarithm scale for time moments t = 108 s, 109 s, 1010 s,
1011 s, 1012 s, 1013 s. Parameters ta = 6·103 s and tb = 1.5·1013 s.
Advection rate u = 8·10–9 m/s
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Table 2. Number of particles in the fast environment
in case of advection transport
Calcula- t=105 с
t=106 с
t=107 с t=3·107 с t=108 с
tion pa- ta=6·103 с ta=6·103 с ta=6·103 с ta=6·103 с ta=6·103 с
rameters tb=1.5·1013 с tb=1.5·1013 с tb=1.5·1013 с tb=1.5·1013 с tb=1.5·1013с
N1
analytical

0,138

4,37·10–2 1,38·10–2 7,98·10–3 4,37·10–3

N1
calculation

1.10

4.78·10–2 1.52·10–2 8.79·10–3 4.82·10–3

Advection+diffusion. Analytical assessment of
long-range radionuclide migration (up to Enisey
and Shumikha Rivers) will require the knowledge of
asymptotics of the far distribution tail for the combined advection+diffusion problem.
Another characteristic time is used in this
problem:
4D
tu = 2 ,
(28)
u
where u - advection rate.
Applying assessments, we will get tu ≈ 4·10–9/
(8·10–9)2 с ≈ 6.2·107 s. Let us assess the dimensionless parameter tu2/(tatb) for the geological formation
of “Eniseyskiy” section. If ta ~ 107 s, and tb ~ 1011,
then tu2/(tatb) ≈ 3,6·10–3.
For tu2/(tatb) << 1 the following asymptotics are
true:
 x2 
exp  −
 , t  ta ,
4 πDt
 4 Dt 
N0

c ( x, t ) ≈

c ( x, t ) ≈

1
2Γ

( )
1
4

ta
t

(29)

( )

 Γ2 1

4
1 −
α2  , (30)

D ta t  8π 2

N0

α  1, ta  t  tb
c ( x , t ) ≈ F3 ( x , t ) =

2
 ( x − ut
 ) 
 , (31)
exp  −




tb 4 πDt
4 Dt


t  tb

ta

N0

where
ta
t
D D=
=
, u u a .
tb
tb

(32)

Fig. 12 shows numerical simulation results and
asymptotics F3 for various time moments t and
characteristic times ta and tb. It can be observed that
for the selected parameters the propagating admixture concentration wave has a symmetric form, and
its amplitude drops with reduction of the ratio ta/tb,
while the wave velocity also drops with reduction
of the ratio ta/tb.
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Fig. 12. Numerical and analytical (asymptotics F3)
concentration distribution profile for various
time moments t and characteristic times ta and tb

2 Application of the two-porous environment
model to migration of radionuclides at the
“Eniseyskiy” site of Nizhnekansk massif
Adequate application of the developed numerical and analytical methods requires, first of all,
identification of the main input parameters of
the model. This requires geological investigations
to be carried out, including both direct methods
(drilling works; investigation of kerns in order to
obtain porosity, fracture, permeability and saturation parameters; hydrogeological studies at the
surface and at deep levels, etc.) and indirect methods (geophysical studies, identification of water
age, study of stress-deformed condition, studies of
similar rocks, etc.).
A certain amount of such works has already been
completed at the “Eniseyskiy” site. In particular, the
main hydrogeological parameters were measured,
as well as porosity and fracture measurements. Of
course, all of these parameters will be specified in
the future measurements and planned tests and experiments at the underground research laboratory.

2.1 Assessment of the main input
parameters of the model
Assessment of the most important system parameters ta and tb requires knowledge of environment porosity jb and fractures jfr. The available
assessments of these values are the following:
jb ~ 6·10–3—3·10–2, jfr ~ 3·10–3 [1].
Parameter A is the ratio of block porosity to
fractures (volumetric fraction taken by mobile
subareas):
A = jb/jfr.
(33)
If the upper range boundary is taken as the true
value, then the parameter A is approximately equal
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to 10 and, correspondingly, the ratio of characteristic times in the problem would be equal to
ta
tb

=

1
2

A R

2

≈ 10–4—10–2

(34)

dependent on retardation factor R due to sorption.
As mentioned above, it is assumed that it is varied
in the range from 1 (unabsorbed admixtures) to 16
(strongly adsorbed admixtures).
In this case tb is assessed as
V
tb =  b
 Sb

2

 R
≈ 1011—1012 s.

d


(35)

Fig. 13. Schematic presentation of the geometry of admixture
migration towards the river problem

In assessment (35) characteristic block dimension Vb/Sb was taken to be in the range between 3
and 10 m, while diffusion coefficient in blocks (10)
was equal to d ≈ 10–10 m2/s.

2.2 Results of analytical and numerical
modeling for the “Eniseyskiy” site
Advection rate is required for calculations - representing the velocity in the mobile subsystem for
the Nizhnekansk massif in the vicinity of radioactive waste disposal facility (RWDF). Effective filtration rate and true mass transport rate was assessed
in report [1].
True mass transport (advection) rate for hydrogeological mode of the underground water in the
vicinity of RWDF was
u = L/t0 ≈ 5500/2200 ≈ 0,25 m/year =
= 8·10–9 m/s.

(36)

Here L — length of flow line towards the Enisey
River, m, t0 — lifetime of the simulated particle in
the massif.
Let us consider quasi-single dimensional admixture migration towards the river (Fig. 13). Results of
numerical modeling for various input parameters
are given in Fig.14, while the analytical results (asymptotics F3) are shown in Fig. 15. The results demonstrate that the effective transport rate of particle
cloud is strongly dependent on characteristic times
of the problem ta and tb. Let us bear in mind that
these parameters also include sorption parameter
R, while the ratio ta/tb is reversely proportional to R.
Let us return to the conclusions of it.1.2, equations (31), (32). Effective concentration wave propagation rate is equal to
ueff = u = u

ta
tb

≈ 10–10 м/с.

(37)

Therefore, the characteristic time for the admixture (with low sorption capability R ≈ 1, for example,
129
I) to reach Enisey River, would be of the order of
t ≈ L/ueff ≈ 1013 s ≈ 300 000 years for ta/tb = 10–4. If the
admixture would propagate towards the Shumikha
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Fig. 14. Numerical concentration distribution profile
in logarithmic scale for various time moments t and
characteristic times ta and tb

Fig. 15. Asymptotic concentration distribution profile
in logarithmic scale for various time moments t and
characteristic times ta and tb
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River, the time for the particles to reach the River
would be approximately equal to 100 000 years for
the same advection rate. For radionuclides with
high sorption capability R >> 1 (for example, 135Cs)
these would be even higher by R times, where R —
retardation factor for sorption of this isotope.
However, amplitude (maximum) of the concentration wave reaching the river would depend on
the ratio ta/tb. This amplitude would be equal to the
value derived from equation (31), with account for
expression for migration time t:
B≈

ta

N0

tb

4 πD τ

=

ta
tb

4 πD τ

1/ 4

 ta 
=
 
4 πD τ  tb 

N0

N0

ta
tb

(38)

or with account for assessment for t:
B≈

N 0 u  ta

4πDL  tb

3/ 4





,

(39)

i.e. would be independent of time. It should be this
way, as for high characteristic times (t >> ta, tb) the
blocks would be already filled with admixture. This
statement is in agreement with (18), i.e. the number of particles in the mobile environment is constant and is equal to N2.
The applicability of quasi-singledimensional approximation for the problem of admixture migration towards the river is confirmed by the characteristic diffusion blurring of admixture concentrations in the directions of y and z axis:
δ ≈ D τ ≈ 10 m,
i.e. is significantly lower than the characteristic dimensions of the problem.
Another consequence of expression (39) is that
the number of particles reaching the river (Enisey
or Shumikha) is proportional to the square root
of the ratio ta/tb. Parameter ratio ta/tb is clearly defined by geometric properties. This means that the
possible changes in the number of particles in the
wave reaching the river are connected to changes of
such parameters as porosity, fractures, distribution
Radioactive Waste № 1 (2), 2018

Radio
nuclide

Half-life
T1/2, years

Maximum allowed specific activities as components of RW in packages sent for disposal at DRWDF,
Bq/kg

I
H
99
Tc (TcO4–)
79
Se (SeO32–)
90
Sr
238
U
137
Cs
135
Cs
243
Am
239
Pu

1,57·107
1,24·101
2,13·105
6,50·104
2,91·101
4,47·109
3,00·101
2,30·106
7,38·103
2,41·104

4,4E+03
2,3E+08
5,1E+06
4,5E+04
5,6E+08
2,1E+05
1,3E+09
6,0E+04
2,1E+05
8,3E+07

3

1/ 2





Table 3. The most important radionuclides, their halflives and maximum allowed specific activities as
components of RW in packages sent for disposal

129

.

Amplitude is reversely proportional to the square
root of the migration pathway length for the constant ratio ta/tb. For example, for unitary concentration at the disposal location, concentration at the
release point to daylight surface would reach about
3·10–5 for time moment t corresponding to the time
the nuclides would reach riverbed of the Shumikha
or the Enisey and for ta/tb = 10–4.
The area under the curve, i.e. the number of particles in the fast environment would be equal to
N t
B 4 D τ = 0  a
π  tb

of fracture dimensions or sorption capabilities of
particles.
The most important radionuclides from the
point of view of environmental impact are listed in
table 3. Literature analysis showed that there are
experimental transport data available for many nuclides, which would need to be supplemented by the
results of tests at future URL site. Thus, nearly all
isotopes listed in the table, with the exception of
low activity isotopes 238U, 135Cs and 129I, would decay
by the time they reach the daylight surface.

In conclusion let us look in detail at the simulation of boundary condition at the point of radionuclides release to the river. Zero boundary condition
looks advisable, i. e. c(x = L) = 0. As the correlation
F3(x, u, t) has zero value at infinity F3(∞, u, t) = 0,
then the boundary condition c(x = L) = 0 would be
satisfied by the following combination (Fig. 16):
F3(x, u, t) + F3(–x, –u, t).
This means that the admixture flow at the point
of release to the river is equal to
−D

∂c
∂x

x=L


∂F
+ uc x = L = 2  − D
∂x


+uF
x=L

x=L


 ,


i.e. the real flow is doubled due to image compared
to the asymptotics F3.
Overall, the obtained results for characteristic
times of radionuclide release to daylight surface are
one-two orders of magnitude higher compared to
the results of report [1].

Fig. 16. Illustration of the image method for the problem
of admixture migration form DRWDF towards the river
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Numerical simulation of admixture diffusion and
advection for quasi single-dimensional case was
carried out. The available values of the main characteristics of hydrogeological environment for the
“Eniseyskiy” site of Nizhnekansk massif were used
as input parameters for the model. The results obtained show reasonable physical behaviour for the
most interesting spatial areas (near field, near distribution tail, far distribution tail).
Asymptotics F0 and F1 (for the case of diffusion) and
F2 and F3 (for the case of advection) provide very good
approximation for the numerical solutions of the admixture transport problem in two-porous environment. Function F0 describes the near field, functions
F1 and F2 approximate the near tail of the distribution, and the function F3 is applied for assessment
of the far tail of distribution. Reasonable agreement
of the numerical simulation and asymptotic analysis
results was obtained in the calculations.
Asymptotic analysis is a powerful tool for study of
transport processes. It provides good assessments of
key output parameters for solution of classic and nonclassic transport problems, and has a number of advantages specifically for the problem of study of radionuclide migration for large distances from the source.
Water saturated rock massif of the “Eniseyskiy”
site is a natural barrier preventing radionuclide
transport by delaying their migration and reducing the concentration at the points of release to the
daylight surface.
Preliminary assessments based on numerical modeling results and asymptotic analysis lead to a conclusion that radionuclides with low sorption capability will reach the Enisey River riverbed in time of
the order 3·105—1·106 years after the failure of safety
barriers. For radionuclides with high sorption capability this time will be even longer by R times, where
R — retardation factor for sorption capability. At the
same time, the transport mode will change both in
the general plume and in the near and far tails in the
following sequence: first classic mode, then nonclassic mode (subdiffusion), and, finally, classic behavior again, but with a reduced advection rate.
There are grounds to suppose that due to such
long radionuclide migration times, their impact at
the points of release to daylight surface would be
insignificant and below threshold values.
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